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Anna Zabezsinszkij
27-Feb-2022

Also compassionate conservation e�orts, rewilderning, and probably some sort of wild life/ human word barrier... To minimize human-
wildlife conflicts which leads to culling and devastation.    



  1 Like |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
28-Feb-2022

that'd be during, not a�er - as that's veganism    



Anna Zabezsinszkij
27-Feb-2022

For me inequality in worker's pay comes to mind. Helping Farmers to transition also - with knowledge, incentives and assistance.    



  1 Like |   2 replies

Brittany Bunk
06-Mar-2022

you're right about farmers - that definitely would be the next step! Not transition - but help them economically etc



originally posted: 9-19-20

 

If the e�ort and energy towards saving animals became no longer needed, because everyone's vegan, what's the next ethical focus towards improving the world?

This a little bit of a trick question, because it depends on what we call 'vegan' - and for this question, it's about raising animals for food only.

 

For me, the next steps would be to focus on:

1. cutting out the plants we raise for food that cause the most unintentional exploitation to animals, especially wildlife (like palm oil).
2. intersectionalism - focusing on human rights in the food supply chain, as they're animals too.
3. restoring the Earth from the damage caused by non-vegan activities

 

What're your ideas?
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you re right about farmers - that definitely would be the next step! Not transition - but help them economically, etc.    

Brittany Bunk
28-Feb-2022

to me, people are animals - so it's all part of the vegan portion - but I know not everyone thinks like me - so I think that's a
great idea!    
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